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AUTHOR'S NOTE: I did not write the following, rather it is a compilation of research from a 
variety of sources. Its purpose is to examine traditional gender roles, particularly those in a 
heterosexual marriage. The information refers to the 19th century and Victorian culture, 
which I found pertinent due to the Gothic references in the novel. This research was used to 
create the tense relationship between Henry and Kat Radcliffe, who are meant to occupy these 
specific and traditional roles of man and wife.  

 
 
Shifting economic roles for women 

 In the first half of the nineteenth century, the evangelical fires of the Second 
Great Awakening swept the nation. This led to the rise of a more active optimistic 
religious sensibility. 

 Evangelical Protestantism  (transformed) the ways women thought and lived, 
were closely linked. It redefined what it meant to be a woman. 

 The Market Revolution refers to the commercialization of economic life and the 
decline of subsistence farming as the most common way Americans lived. 
Factories appeared;  textiles were increasingly manufactured in mills. Women, at 
least those of the comfortable middle class, spent far less time spinning and 
weaving cloth. 

 Household production by women declined. The traditional economic role of 
women diminished 

 The “home” appeared as a topic to be discussed and an ideal to be lauded. Less a 
place of production than a spiritually sanctified retreat from the hurly-burly of 
economic life, the home was where women nurtured men and children into 
becoming morally elevated beings.  

 
Separate "Spheres" for Men and Women 

 In colonial America, men were considered superior to woman –- in all ways, even 
in terms of morality. 

 Men controlled not only wealth and political power but also how their children 
were raised, religious questions, and all matters of right and wrong. 

 What we now view as old-fashioned and even oppressive was then new and 
potentially liberating. 

 The doctrine of “separate spheres”  
o A woman’s sphere was the world of privacy, family, and morality. 
o A man’s sphere was the public world -– economic striving, political 

maneuvering, and social competition.  
 Each sex, according to Catherine Beecher, was superior within its assigned 

sphere, and thus a sort of equality was achieved.  
 The lines between the spheres were neither as rigid nor as absolute as the 

ideology asserted them to be.  



 American women, if we accept Beecher’s views as the mainstream of nineteenth-
century gender norms, dominated religion, morality, and benevolence. They 
generally exerted their influence through the home, a utopian space that 
nurtured children and sheltered husbands. Women would create a moral 
citizenry and a populace imbued with Protestant evangelical beliefs. 

 Since women, due to their “natural” moral superiority, dominated the home, they 
had a special voice — if not real political power — in these reforms. Womanhood, 
at least within the middle class, denoted moral authority, and the lives of real 
women were thereby changed. 

 Whereby men were figured as competitors in the amoral, economic realm while 
women were positioned as either decorative trophies or spiritual guardians of 
men's immortal souls. 
 

 
Power and Gender Inequity 

 The 19th century saw a shift from the traditional idea of 'natural' male supremacy 
towards a 'modern' notion of gender equity, the process was vigorously 
contested and by no means achieved. Law and custom still enforced female 
dependency. As women gained autonomy and opportunities, male power was 
inevitably curtailed; significantly, however, men did not lose the legal obligation 
to provide financially, nor their right to domestic services within the family.  

 Traditionally, women were defined physically and intellectually as the 'weaker' 
sex, in all ways subordinate to male authority. In private life women were subject 
to fathers, husbands, brothers even adult sons. Publicly, men dominated all 
decision-making in political, legal and economic affairs. 

 Early Victorian gender prescriptions featured men as industrious breadwinners 
and women as their loyal helpmeets.  

 'Think what it is to be a boy, to grow up to manhood in the belief that without any 
merit or exertion of his own... by the mere fact of being born a male he is by right 
the superior of all and every one of an entire half of the human race. 

 'How early the youth thinks himself superior to his mother, owing her 
forbearance perhaps but no real respect; and how sublime and sultan-like a 
sense of superiority he feels, above all, over the woman whom he honours by 
admitting her to a partnership of his life. Is it imagined that all this does not 
pervert the whole manner of existence of the man, both as an individual and as a 
social being?' 

 In the 1830s wives often assisted husbands in a small business or professional 
practice… however, the majority of upper- and middle-class women never 
worked outside the home. Nevertheless, although leisure time undoubtedly 
increased for many, the notion of idle, unoccupied Victorian ladies is something 
of a myth. Women ran the house, undertaking domestic work and child care 
themselves, as well as supervising the servants employed to cook, clean, carry 
coal and run errands. Traditionally, too, women cared for the sick and elderly.  

 
 



 
 

 
Piety and Purity 

 Attitudes of women were based on their possession of certain well defined 
virtues. the virtues of piety, purity, submissiveness and domesticity.  
Traditionally, it was believed that women were essentially different in character 
from men. This was a convenient necessity because, it was maintained, they were 
here on earth for a different purpose than a man. Women were homemakers. 
They nourished their families and kept them safe from the cruel world. Husbands 
depended on their wives to maintain solace in their homes. The characteristics of 
the feminine mind were in the past described as tenderness and simplicity, 
characteristics which made home life more amiable to the man who had to deal 
with the corrupt, complex world. Men were encouraged to trust a woman as a 
confident and a friend. Women expressed disappointment if they were not able 
to serve their husbands as mental, as well as physical, companions.  

 "For if the character of women were thoroughly understood, they would be found 
too good to be hated and yet not good enough to be idolized." 

 It was determined that the more virtuous women maintained a more stable home 
life. It was believed that a woman's gentler nature better suited her to piety and 
charity. 

 The mother was often torn between the belief that her piety had provided 
salvation for her child and the thought that a moment of impiety on her part may 
have invoked God's wrath.Women were expected to be pure and magazines 
provided sufficient fear of the dangers of impurity. But, only women were 
coached directly on remaining pure.  

 Women may have found peace from the corruption of the world through religion. 
It also provided an outlet for the personal trials which women were forced to 
confront from day to day. Men could use their job to take their mind off of trouble 
at home, but women's job was at home.  

 A man of the period was expected to respect purity. If he made any overtures and 
a woman stopped him from violating her purity, he was expected to be grateful to 
her. The implication was that he would think much more of a woman who saved 
him from himself than he would of a woman who allowed him to ruin her purity.  

 Women were taught that to be true, they were required to submerge their own 
talents to work for their husbands. It was totally acceptable for a wife to 
complement her husband by paying lip service to him.  

 Submissive wives, who followed the, advice not to retort an abusive husband, 
received praise and were supposedly rewarded with a happy home and a faithful 
husband. Assertive women were bound to be punished for violating the natural 
order of the universe. 

 
Marriage and Female Education 

 Women were caught in the middle of a society where men complained that 
companionship was difficult with women because they had to treat them as little 



children, at the same time women were encouraged to act that way. Women were 
told that men only asked their opinions out of politeness and not out of a genuine 
interest in their conclusions. And their concern for the feelings of their husbands 
increased women's desire to submit. 

 This was the ability of women to make their homes refuges from the problems of the 
world. The focus of domesticity was on the wife and mother of the household. The 
only way to become a wife and mother was through marriage. Marriage was, 
therefore, the proper state in which to exercise domesticity. 

 Advisors warned women against marrying for the wrong reasons. They favored a 
sensible over a romantic choice. They felt the romantic choice would not satisfy the 
ideas of a young woman.  

 If a woman chose a sensible partner, then her awareness of the responsibilities of 
marriage would not be clouded by romance and she would be better able to perform 
her duties as a wife. 

 A man took a wife to look after his affairs, and to prepare his children for their 
proper stations in life. It was a wife's duty to care for her husband's interests. To 
these ends, she was to be mistress of the family and run it well enough so that her 
husband would only enjoy it and could focus his attention on the matters of the 
world.  As long as the household could be managed within the bounds of the 
husband's income by a woman who practiced and taught piety, purity and 
submissiveness, then "all [was] as it should be." 

 If the spouse was not quite what was in mind prior to marriage, there was direction 
given to men on how to make a perfect wife after marriage. 

 Articles were just as specific about what a woman should look for in her husband. 
She was urged to avoid men who used profanity as these might corrupt the children. 
She was asked to avoid men who frequented taverns or were known as gamblers. 
Later, wives were advised on how to make men love marriage, and consequently, be 
good husbands.  

 She should be someone to comfort and counsel, someone who is able to reason and 
reflect. This would insure that she could think on her own and would not have to 
bother her husband with petty problems. She should have the capacity to feel, judge, 
discourse and discriminate. She should be able to assist her husband in his affairs, 
lighten his cares, soothe his sorrows, strengthen his principles and educate his 
children. 

 The early life, it was believed, was the determining factor in the character of a child. 
Most of the child's early life was spent with its mother. Entrusted with such an 
important mission, public opinion tended to favor full-time mothering.  

 The importance of domesticity incited a great debate over the issue of female 
education. For the most part, it was decided that females should receive some 
education, but many disagreed about the subjects to be included. Many believed a 
"finished" education took away from the practical knowledge required for 
housewives. Men feared that an emphasis on academics would take away from her 
domesticity and the home life would suffer. Many believed that the natural order of 
things was with women cooking and performing other household tasks. Fearing the 



possible upset of this order, men created a defense mechanism to keep women from 
venturing from the domestic sphere. 

 They became openly hostile against women's education. Hostility toward women's 
education was thwarted by convincing men that an educated wife could only be an 
asset to him. Marriage could be jeopardized by a wife who could not keep house. 

 Newspapers encouraged the practical education of women, citing the difficulty with 
which a child raised by an ignorant mother had adjusting. They also included 
advertisements for less practical and more academic subjects, but these were few 
and far between.  

 It was the issue of education and the natural order of the universe which most 
brought out the question of feminine inferiority. Public opinion supported the 
notion that virtue, innocence and submissiveness were the positive attributes of 
womanhood. These virtues symbolized the order of nature which enlightened 
thinkers agreed reflected the structure of the mind. 

 Those who argued against women's education shared the assumption that the 
feminine mind had only limited capabilities. People continued to evaluate the 
feminine intellect and its accomplishments by how directly they manifested the 
established female virtues. 

 These were very strict and limiting on the women. And then there were the real 
actions. There were the husbands who asked their wives' opinion even though some 
members of society thought it shortsighted and useless. And there were the wives 
who wanted the mental, as well as physical, relationship with their husbands that 
society said they were not qualified to receive. 

 Attitudes were harshly defined, but the roles performed were based on the 
practicality of performing them. For example, women were forced to remain at 
home because their husbands were expected to go out into the world, and someone 
had to manage the house and care for the children. If attitudes had allowed women 
to work outside the home, their roles may have been different, but they would still 
have been based on the practicality of their actions. 

 
A Gothic Heroine 

 The character of Kat Radcliffe is based, in part, on Catherine Earnshaw from 
Wuthering Heights by Charlotte Bronte. 

 Th epitome of the free spirit, Catherine is torn between two worlds. On one hand, 
she longs to be with Heathcliff, her soul mate: their life together, growing up and 
playing on the moors, represents the freedom and innocence of childhood. On the 
other, she recognizes what a marriage to Edgar can do for her socially, and she 
enjoys those things that Edgar can provide for her. Ultimately, she is self-absorbed 
and self-centered, and although she claims to love both Heathcliff and Edgar, she 
loves herself more, and this selfish love ends up hurting everyone who cares for her. 

 
 
 
 
 



A Bit About Masculinity 
 The concept of Victorian masculinity is extremely diverse, since it was influenced 

by numerous aspects and factors such as domesticity, economy, gender roles, 
imperialism, manners, religion, sporting competition, and much more. For the 
males, this included a vast amount of pride in their work, a protectiveness over 
their wives, and an aptitude for good social behavior. 

 Christianity contributed a lot to the Victorian concept of masculinity. The real 
Victorian man was to be spiritual and a faithful believer. Hence, the husband and 
father was considered to be the pater familias with extensive power. As the head 
of the household, his duty was not only to rule, but also to protect his wife and 
children 

 Work was crucial in order to achieve a fully masculine status. This was especially 
true for the middle-class man; male members of the aristocracy were seen as idle 
because they generally did not work. By being active in enterprise, men fulfilled 
their duty as breadwinners in the sense that they had to provide for their 
families. Since home and work were perceived as very separate spheres, working 
at home was a delicate matter, for example for writers, who had to fear their 
masculine status being threatened. Besides work, Victorian men were also active 
in the public sphere of clubs and taverns, indulging in homosociality. 

 The development towards a focus on muscle manifested itself in the belief that in 
order to educate one's mind one had to educate one's body. This assumption has 
its roots in the rise of natural science and especially biology. Thus, a fascination 
with health led to a sports and game playing mania, which was primarily acted 
out through the public school system for boys. The athlete was the new hero of 
society. This, according to E. M. Forster, then led to "well-developed bodies, fairly 
developed minds, and undeveloped hearts". 

 Broadly, Victorian masculinity can be outlined as an ideology of spirituality and 
earnestness between 1837 and 1870, that changed to one of strength and 
stoicism from 1870.  

 The culture of toxic masculinity that modern society prescribes – one of a variety 
of models available to men – in which men have to be unemotional, strong, 
sexually dominant and violent, is clearly harmful to women and those in the 
LGBT+ community, but evidently it is also deeply damaging to men. In fact, it is 
literally killing them. 

 
A Gothic Villain 

 The character of Henry Radcliffe is based, in part, on Dr. Henry Jekyll and his alter 
ego Edward Hyde. 

 Dr. Henry (Harry) Jekyll… 
o Owns a large estate  
o He was born to a good family, had a good education, and was respected by 

all who knew him. 
o Had many youthful indiscretions, which he says that he enjoyed very 

much — indiscretions which he was very careful to keep secret. However, 
there came a time when he realized that his professional career could be 



ruined if one of these indiscretions were to be exposed, and so he 
repressed them.  

o In the novel, the character of Dr. Jekyll creates a potion that could release 
the "evil" in a person in the form of an entirely different physical person, 
one who would take over one's own body and soul. Then one could 
commit acts of evil and feel no guilt; furthermore, one could drink the 
same potion and be transformed back into one's original self. 

o Jekyll's fascination with his "other" self became so obsessive that he was 
finally no longer able to control the metamorphosis process, and Edward 
Hyde began appearing whenever he wanted to. 

 And Edward Hyde…  
o Represents the fleshy (sexual) aspect of man and the embodiment of pure 

evil merely for the sake of evil.  
o Since Hyde represents the evil or perverse side of Jekyll, and since Jekyll 

does, vicariously, enjoy the degradations which Hyde commits, Hyde 
gradually begins to take the ascendancy over the good Dr. Jekyll. 

  


